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PURPOSE

This document shows, how to use the ENGELMANN SENSOSTAR 2C meter together with our converters.

What you need ?

• A meter SENSOSTAR 2C from ENGELMANN®
• A RESI-MBUSx-MODBUS converter from RESI
• The free configuration software MODBUSConfigurator from RESI
• A laptop with Windows OS and an serial interface (RS232 or RS485)

What we want to do ?

• We configure the mapping of the ENGELMANN meter in our MODBUSConfigurator software



ENGELMANN MBUS communication interface

Due to a ENGELMANN paper, how the MBUS interface of the meter is working, we want to give this important information, about the 
readout with our MBUS module:

IMPORTANT NFORMATION
The SensoStar 2/U®  and SensoStar 2C® meters are battery driven. Therefore, you CANNOT READ this meters all the time. ENGELMANN 
has implemented a protocol counter, which counts the communication telegrams between the MBUS master and the meters. After 
reaching the total amount of telegrams the meter stops answering to MBUS telegrams. Every night at 00:00 this counter is resetted to 
zero.

Engelmann specifies the following amount of telegrams per day, which can be readout by the meter: 

Amount of meters in the network

Amount of meters in the network

Amount of readouts per day with primary address

Minimum readout interval of primary address

Amount of readouts per day with 
secondary address

Minimum readouts interval with 
secondary address
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We establish a serial connection between the PC and our converter via RS232 nor RS485.
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Then we select 2400baud for the MBUS interface of our converter and download the new configuration into the converter

2. Download the 
new baud rate for 

MBUS

1. Change baud rate 
here to 2400baud
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Now we realize, that the standard ENGELMANN meter has no primary address in the range of 1 to 251. Its standard primary address is 0. 
So we have to change the search area  for primary addresses to 0. 

2. After changing the 
start address start 
the search for new 

MBUS slaves

1. Change the MBUS 
start address to 0
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After successful search the display is as follows:
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Now we download and test the new settings. As we can see we got the right values from the meter.

1. Download the 
new configuration 
into the converter

2. Activate the test 
mode of the 

converter
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Now we change the primary address of the meter from 0 to e.g. 123. First we select the meter 0 from the project tree to open the correct 
window in our software. Then we change the primary short address field to the new desired meter address. IN our example this is 123. Be 
aware that all primary numbers on your MBUS bus must be unique! The we activate the change of the primary address in the meter with 
the button “Change primary address”. Finished! The meter has now the new primary address 123!

1. Select Meter 0 
from the tree

2. Change this field 
to the new desired 

primary address

3. Activate the 
change primary 
address button.
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Now we delete our meter in the project tree.

1. Select Meter 0 
from the tree

2. Click on this 
button to delete the 

meter 0

3. Answer this 
question with YES
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Now we search again for a new meter. We change the MBUS start field to 123 to skip over the lower primary addresses. This speeds up 
the search. After a successful search, the display looks like this. Then we download the configuration into the converter.

1. Select again the 
Search for MBUS 
slaves function

2. After successful search 
download the new  

configuration into the 
converter
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Finally we test the new converter configuration and display the test values. Finished!

1. Select the test 
button


